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We describe a generalized formalism, addressing the fundamental problem of reflection and trans-
mission of complex optical waves at a plane dielectric interface. Our formalism involves the appli-
cation of generalized operator matrices to the incident constituent plane wave fields to obtain the
reflected and transmitted constituent plane wave fields. We derive these matrices and describe the
complete formalism by implementing these matrices. This formalism, though physically equivalent
to Fresnel formalism, has greater mathematical elegance and computational efficiency as compared
to the latter. We utilize exact 3D expressions of the constituent plane wavevectors and electric fields
of the incident, reflected and transmitted waves, which enable us to seamlessly analyse plane waves,
paraxial and non-paraxial beams, highly diverging and tightly focused beam-fields as well as waves
of miscellaneous wavefront-shapes and properties using the single formalism. The exact electric field
expressions automatically include the geometric phase information; while we retain the wavefront
curvature information by using appropriate multiplicative factors. We demonstrate our formalism
by obtaining the reflected and transmitted fields in a simulated Gaussian beam model; in particular,
by exploring the existence and nature of phase vortex in the longitudinal electric field component
of the reflected beam — thus showing spin-to-orbital angular momentum conversion. Finally, we
briefly discuss how our generalized formalism is capable of analysing the reflection-transmission
problem of a very large class of complex optical waves — by referring to some novel works from the
current literature as exemplary cases.
I. INTRODUCTION
The reflection and transmission of a plane electromag-
netic wave at a plane dielectric interface is a well-studied
problem of fundamental interest in electromagnetic the-
ory. The problem refers to finding the reflected and trans-
mitted wavevectors and electric (and magnetic) fields for
a given pair of incident wavevector and electric (and
magnetic) field. The standard solution to this problem,
as worked out in textbooks on electromagnetic theory
and optics [1–3], determines the reflected and transmit-
ted wavevectors by using phase matching. These results
are also re-expressed as the geometrical laws of reflection
and transmission. The reflected and transmitted elec-
tric fields are then determined by using electromagnetic
boundary conditions at the dielectric interface. As the
final result, the reflected and transmitted electric field
amplitude values for the transverse magnetic (TM) and
transverse electric (TE) polarizations are expressed as
scalar multiples of the incident electric field amplitude
values of the corresponding polarizations. The multi-
plicative factors are the Fresnel coefficients.
However, no physical wave is an ideal plane wave. Di-
verging and converging beams (both paraxial and non-
paraxial) [2], spherical and cylindrical waves [2], vecto-
rial vortex beams with helical wavefronts [4–13] are some
of the common optical waves used in different optical
experiments. The current literature is rich with novel
research works describing various effects arising due to
∗ anirban.debnath090@gmail.com
† nirmalsp@uohyd.ac.in
the reflection and transmission of complex optical waves
at plane dielectric interfaces. Goos-Ha¨nchen (GH) and
Imbert-Fedorov (IF) shifts of paraxial beams in this con-
text have been well studied by many researchers [14–36].
Bliokh and Aiello [36] have described the reflection and
transmission of paraxial beams in terms of effective Jones
matrices, using which they have described a generalized
theory of GH and IF shifts of such beams. Dennis, Go¨tte
and Lo¨ffler [37–39] have studied the field properties of
GH and IF shifted beams; and have established their
connection to quantum mechanical weak measurement
[31, 33, 37, 38, 40–42]. Berry [43] has carried out an exact
analysis of reflected dipole radiation field — an example
of a highly diverging optical wave field. Spin-orbit inter-
action (SOI) and spin Hall effect of light (SHEL), arising
due to the reflection and transmission of optical beams,
have been observed by many researchers [27–31, 35, 44].
Li et al. [45], Dennis-Go¨tte [46] and Yavorsky-Brasselet
[47] have studied the reflection and transmission of vortex
beams. Vectorial vortex beam generation due to the re-
flection and transmission of non-vortex beams have been
observed by Barczyk et al. [48]. Brekhovskikh [49] has
carried out an extensive analysis on reflection and trans-
mission of waves in layered media.
The presence of all such effects has been brought to
the fore by using the same underlying principle. By using
standard methods like Fourier decomposition, a complex
wave is expressed as a combination of many constituent
plane waves having different wavevectors and electric
fields [2]. In the reflection-transmission scenario, each
constituent plane wave is treated in the standard way by
using Fresnel coefficients. After obtaining the reflected
and transmitted plane waves for each incident constituent
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2plane wave, all the corresponding output plane waves are
combined together to obtain the complete reflected and
transmitted waves. Since the plane-of-incidence–angle-
of-incidence pair is unique for each wavevector, the differ-
ent constituent plane waves reflect/transmit differently
due to the difference in Fresnel coefficients. As a result,
we obtain unique electric field profiles of the complete
reflected and transmitted waves. These unique profiles,
which are generally considerably different from the com-
plete incident field profile, are the keys to all the novel
effects mentioned above.
Though most widely used, Fourier decomposition is
not the only way for expressing an optical wave in terms
of a combination of many plane waves. In some cases,
the given wavefront can be divided into surface elements,
which locally behave as plane waves. This decomposition
is particularly convenient for waves with simple-shaped
wavefronts; e.g. spherical and cylindrical waves. When
such a wave is incident on a plane dielectric interface,
Fresnel coefficients can be applied to the TM-TE elec-
tric field components of each surface element in the same
way as are applied to the Fourier-decomposed plane wave
field components. The collection of all the reflected and
transmitted surface elements then produce the respective
complete waves. Thus, the application of Fresnel coeffi-
cients in finding the reflected and transmitted plane wave
fields is a general step irrespective of the considered plane
wave decomposition method.
The application of Fresnel coefficients is a complete
and self consistent formalism from a physical perspective.
However, from a mathematical perspective, it lacks algo-
rithmic straightforwardness. The Fresnel coefficients are
‘relative amplitudes’ [1] of the TM and TE components
of the reflected and transmitted fields with respect to the
amplitude of the corresponding incident field component.
But an amplitude must be determined in reference to a
unit vector direction. Most authors (e.g. Refs. [1, 3])
derive the Fresnel coefficient expressions by choosing the
vector directions in a specific way. These expressions are
applicable to the choice of beam coordinate systems as
in Ref. [36]. However, Ref. [2] uses a different choice
of beam coordinate systems and obtains a different ex-
pression for the Fresnel TM reflection coefficient, which
is negative of the corresponding expressions derived in
Refs. [1, 3]. Thus, it is essential to specify the coordi-
nate systems and/or vector directions, with respect to
which the Fresnel coefficients are determined.
Also, the TM-TE decomposition is carried out with
respect to the plane of incidence. So, for a composite
beam, we must transform the electric field corresponding
to each wavevector to the local coordinate system of that
wavevector, so that the TM-TE decomposition can be
carried out. Though Bliokh-Aiello have simplified the
problem for paraxial beams [36], their formalism is not
applicable to arbitrary complex waves.
So, after plane wave decomposition of the incident
wave and before recombination of the reflected and trans-
mitted plane waves, the regular way of using the Fres-
nel coefficients includes several intermediate calculating
steps for each pair of incident constituent wavevector and
electric field. This makes the calculating algorithm cum-
bersome; and also makes it computationally inefficient
while simulating a model for reflection and transmission
of complex optical waves.
We envision that the above difficulties can be avoided
by abandoning the relative amplitude representation al-
together. Instead, in the intermediate steps, the incident,
reflected and transmitted electric fields must always be
expressed in their full vector forms in terms of a single
coordinate system — the global interface coordinate sys-
tem. The nature of the reflection-transmission problem
suggests that the reflected and transmitted plane wave
fields can be expressed as certain transforms of the in-
cident plane wave field. The transformation operators
can be expressed in matrix forms in the same interface
coordinate system. We refer to these matrices as the re-
flection and transmission coefficient matrices. With these
matrices, we can replace all the usual intermediate steps
by essentially two new intermediate steps: (i) determi-
nation of the matrix elements; and (ii) application of the
matrices to the incident constituent plane wave fields to
determine the corresponding reflected and transmitted
plane wave fields. Thus, though this algorithm is physi-
cally equivalent to the usual Fresnel coefficient approach,
it is distinguished by its mathematical elegance and com-
putational efficiency. This algorithm is the content of our
generalized matrix transformation formalism, the poten-
tial of which we demonstrate in the present work and in
subsequent related works.
At all stages, we use exact 3D expressions of each con-
stituent plane wavevector and electric field of the inci-
dent, reflected and transmitted waves, without making
any special approximation. This enables us to analyse
the reflection-transmission problems of a large class of
complex optical waves of arbitrary divergence. We retain
the information of wavefront curvature by using appro-
priate multiplying factors; and the information on the
geometric phase is automatically retained by the exact
expressions of the constituent plane electric fields.
In this paper, we first derive the above-mentioned re-
flection and transmission coefficient matrices (Section
III). We then describe the complete mathematical for-
malism, by which these matrices are implemented in an
actual reflection-transmission problem (Section IV). Here
we carry out the plane wave decomposition in terms of
surface elements. We then demonstrate our formalism
by applying it to a simulated Gaussian beam model, in
which we explore the nature of the reflected and transmit-
ted beams and examine the existence of phase vortex in
the longitudinal component of the reflected field (Section
V). Finally, we give examples of some direct applications
of our formalism by referring to novel optical phenomena
from the current literature; explain how to generalize our
formalism by using Fourier decomposition method; and
discuss how to use it for total internal reflection and cas-
caded transmission problems (Section VI).
3II. NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS
The notations and conventions which we use are as
follows:
1. The media of incidence/reflection and transmission
have refractive indices n1 and n2 respectively.
2. The functional forms of the wavevectors and elec-
tric fields of the complete waves are denoted by k˜j
and E˜j , where j = i, r, t denote incidence, reflection
and transmission. The field amplitude vectors and
phases of E˜j are denoted by E˜j and Φ˜j respectively.
3. The constituent plane wavevectors and electric
fields corresponding to k˜j and E˜j are denoted by kj
and Ej respectively, with the field amplitude vector
being Ej .
4. The central axial directions kj0 are defined as per
geometrical convenience. As for example, for the
case of regular reflection and transmission of an op-
tical beam, these are the central wavevectors and
are also related via the geometrical laws of reflec-
tion and transmission. For dipole radiation or any
other spherical wave, kj0 can be defined with re-
spect to the perpendicular line joining the point
source to the dielectric interface. The kj0 direc-
tions are chosen only to define the global beam
coordinate systems; and the main electromagnetic
calculations are not affected by these choices.
5. The global surface and beam coordinate systems
S and J = I,R, T are defined with respect to the
central axial directions kj0 in the way as shown in
FIG. 1. The main electromagnetic calculations are
carried out in the S coordinate system. The beam
coordinate systems are used to define the incident
electric field (the I coordinate system) and to ob-
serve the reflected and transmitted electric fields
(the J ′ = R, T coordinate systems).
6. Any vector Vj in a coordinate system C = S, J
are expressed as V
(C)
j = V
(C)
jx xˆ
(C) + V
(C)
jy yˆ
(C) +
FIG. 1. Surface and beam coordinate systems S and J =
I, R, T ; defined with respect to the central directions kj0.
V
(C)
jz zˆ
(C).
7. The kj0 directions make angles θj0 with zˆ
(S). In
particular, if kj0 are central wavevetors related via
the geometrical laws of reflection and transmission,
then θr0 = pi − θi0, θt0 = sin−1 (n1 sin θi0/n2).
8. For any coordinate system C, the z(C) = 0 plane
is referred to as the surface C; and any quantity
Qj on that surface is denoted by QjC . Thus, an
expression of the form Q
(C2)
jC1
refers to the quantity
Qj considered at the surface C1 and expressed in
terms of the coordinate system C2.
9. The transformations of wavevectors and fields
among different coordinate systems are written in
the forms V
(S)
j = R˜SJV
(J)
j and V
(J)
j = R˜JSV
(S)
j ,
where R˜JS = R˜
−1
SJ are standard rotation matrices.
III. THE REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION
COEFFICIENT MATRICES
Using the above notations and conventions, we derive
the reflection and transmission coefficient matrices at sur-
face S by considering only one incident constituent plane
wavevector k
(S)
iS , and its corresponding electric field E
(S)
iS .
We perform the calculations by using vector forms of
k
(S)
iS and E
(S)
iS at all stages, instead of using their am-
plitude values. We derive the transformation matrices
using electromagnetic boundary conditions; and later es-
tablish their relation to Fresnel coefficients.
The fields at the surface S satisfy the phase matching
condition [1–3], using which we obtain
k
(S)
j′S = I˜
(S)
j′S k
(S)
iS ; (1)
where, I˜
(S)
j′S =
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 k
(S)
j′zS/k
(S)
izS
 ; (2)
k
(S)
rzS = −k(S)izS ; k(S)tzS =
[
n22k
2 −
(
n21k
2 − k(S) 2izS
)] 1
2
. (3)
These results can also be expressed as the geometrical
laws of reflection and transmission.
Once the phase matching is established, we carry out
the rest of the calculations only in terms of the electric
field amplitude vectors E(S)jS . The components of these
vectors can be complex, depending upon the ellipticity
of polarization. The corresponding magnetic field ampli-
tude vectors are
H(S)jS =
(
k
(S)
jS × E(S)jS
)
/ωµ0. (4)
The electromagnetic boundary conditions are satisfied by
4E(S)jS and H(S)jS :
E(S)ixS + E(S)rxS = E(S)txS ; (5)
E(S)iyS + E(S)ryS = E(S)tyS ; (6)
H(S)ixS +H(S)rxS = H(S)txS ; (7)
H(S)iyS +H(S)ryS = H(S)tyS . (8)
Also, k
(S)
jS and E(S)jS satisfy orthogonality:
k
(S)
jS · E(S)jS = 0. (9)
Solving Eqs. (5–9) simultaneously (as shown in Ap-
pendix A), we obtain the reflected and transmitted field
amplitude vectors as
E(S)j′S = j˜′
(S)
S E(S)iS , (j′ = r, t); (10)
where, r˜
(S)
S = A0
 A11 Axy 0Axy −A10 0
0 0 −A01
 ; (11)
t˜
(S)
S =

1 +A0A11 A0Axy 0
A0Axy 1−A0A10 0
0 0
k
(S)
izS
k
(S)
tzS
(1 +A0A01)
 ;(12)
Apq = k
(S) 2
ixS +(−1)p k(S) 2iyS +(−1)q k(S)tzSk(S)izS , (p, q = 0, 1);
(13a)
Axy = 2 k
(S)
ixSk
(S)
iyS ; Az =
k
(S)
tzS − k(S)izS
k
(S)
tzS + k
(S)
izS
; A0 =
Az
A00
.
(13b)
The matrices j˜′
(S)
S are the reflection and transmission co-
efficient matrices. Thus, the reflection and transmission
coefficient matrices are operators, which can transform
a given incident plane wave field E(S)iS to reflected and
transmitted plane wave fields E(S)j′S .
The matrices j˜′
(S)
S [Eqs. (11, 12)] can also be derived
by performing calculations with reference to the plane of
incidence. The plane of incidence is defined as the plane
that contains the wavevector k
(S)
iS and the surface normal
zˆ(S). By Eq. (1), the wavevectors k
(S)
j′S are also contained
in the same plane. We define a coordinate system S′ such
that zˆ(S
′) = zˆ(S) and
k
(S′)
ixS xˆ
(S′) = k
(S)
ixS xˆ
(S) + k
(S)
iyS yˆ
(S); (14)
k
(S′)
ixS =
(
k
(S) 2
ixS + k
(S) 2
iyS
) 1
2
. (15)
Then, the plane of incidence is the y(S
′) = 0 plane. The
wavevectors and electric fields can be transformed from
the S coordinate system to the S′ coordinate system by
applying the rotation matrix
R˜S′S =
 k(S)ixS/k(S
′)
ixS k
(S)
iyS/k
(S′)
ixS 0
−k(S)iyS/k(S
′)
ixS k
(S)
ixS/k
(S′)
ixS 0
0 0 1
 . (16)
Corresponding to the electric field amplitude vectors
E(S′)jS , the magnetic field amplitude vectors are given by
H(S′)jS =
(
k
(S′)
jS × E(S
′)
jS
)
/ωµ0. (17)
The vectors k
(S′)
jS , E(S
′)
jS and H(S
′)
jS satisfy the same
boundary and orthogonality conditions as Eqs. (5–9),
with the coordinate system S now replaced by S′. Si-
multaneously solving the resulting equations, we obtain
E(S′)j′S = j˜′
(S′)
S E(S
′)
iS , (j
′ = r, t); (18)
where, r˜
(S′)
S =
 A0A01 0 00 −Az 0
0 0 −A0A01
 ; (19)
t˜
(S′)
S =

1 +A0A01 0 0
0 1−Az 0
0 0
k
(S′)
izS
k
(S′)
tzS
(1 +A0A01)
 ; (20)
where, the terms Apq (p, q = 0, 1), Az, A0 are defined
by Eqs. (13). Then, transforming Eq. (18) from the S′
coordinate system to the S coordinate system, Eq. (10)
is reproduced:
R˜SS′E(S
′)
j′S = R˜SS′ j˜
′(S
′)
S E(S
′)
iS = R˜SS′ j˜
′(S
′)
S R˜S′SR˜SS′E(S
′)
iS ;
or, E(S)j′S = j˜′
(S)
S E(S)iS ; [Eq. (10)];
where, j˜′
(S)
S = R˜SS′ j˜
′(S
′)
S R˜S′S . (21)
Using Eqs. (16, 19, 20) in Eq. (21), we reproduce Eqs.
(11, 12).
The forms of Eqs. (19, 20) imply that the eigenvectors
of the j˜′
(S)
S (or j˜
′(S
′)
S ) matrices are xˆ
(S′), yˆ(S
′), zˆ(S
′).
Corresponding to these eigenvectors, the eigenvalues
of r˜
(S)
S are respectively A0A01, −Az, −A0A01; and
those of t˜
(S)
S are respectively (1 + A0A01), (1 − Az),
k
(S)
izS(1 +A0A01)/k
(S)
tzS .
Relation to Fresnel Coefficients: In the S′ coordi-
nate system, the field amplitude vectors E(S′)jS are easily
decomposed into TM-TE components as
E(S′)jS = E(S
′)
j(TM)S + E(S
′)
j(TE)S ; (22)
where, E(S′)j(TM)S = E(S
′)
jxS xˆ
(S′) + E(S′)jzS zˆ(S
′); (23)
E(S′)j(TE)S = E(S
′)
jyS yˆ
(S′). (24)
5Then, according to Eqs. (18–20), the TE components of
the reflected and transmitted field amplitude vectors are
given by
E(S′)r(TE)S = −Az E(S
′)
i(TE)S ; (25)
E(S′)t(TE)S = (1−Az)E(S
′)
i(TE)S . (26)
It is easily verified by using Eq. (13b) that rTE = −Az
is the Fresnel TE reflection coefficient and tTE = 1−Az
is the Fresnel TE transmission coefficient.
Now, if E(S′)j(TM)S are the amplitudes of E(S
′)
j(TM)S with
reference to the vector directions given in Refs. [1, 3],
then the Fresnel TM reflection and transmission coeffi-
cients are respectively given by
rTM = E(S
′)
r(TM)S/E(S
′)
i(TM)S ; (27)
tTM = E(S
′)
t(TM)S/E(S
′)
i(TM)S . (28)
We have determined E(S′)j′(TM)S by using Eqs. (18, 23);
and have used them to verify that Eqs. (27, 28) reduce
to the standard Fresnel TM coefficient expressions given
in Refs. [1, 3]. The same Eq. (27) also gives the rTM
expression of Ref. [2], if E(S′)r(TM)S is the amplitude of
E(S′)r(TM)S with reference to the corresponding vector di-
rection given in the same Ref. [2]. However, since we
always use Eq. (10–12) in our formalism, without ever
reducing them to Eqs. (22–28), the sign-ambiguity of
rTM is eliminated altogether.
IV. THE COMPLETE FORMALISM
In an actual problem, a complete incident wave field
E˜
(I)
iI is decomposed into wavefront surface elements, each
of which behave as a constituent plane wave having
wavevector k
(I)
iI and electric field E
(I)
iI . We proceed by
considering one such surface element wave.
A. The Incident Wavevector and Field
The electric field E
(I)
iI is simply the local value of the
complete field E˜
(I)
iI , having the form
E
(I)
iI = E(I)iI ei
(
k
(I)
iI ·∆r(I)IO −ωt+ ΦO
)
. (29)
The path-dependent phase term k
(I)
iI ·∆r(I)IO is the local
phase of the wave, with respect to its phase at a standard
point, say, the center of curvature of the surface element,
or the origin OI [FIG. 1]. The initial phase term ΦO is
the absolute phase of the wave at that chosen standard
point.
As the surface element wave propagates from the sur-
face I to the surface S, the displacement vector being
∆r
(I)
SI , the wavevector k
(I)
iI remains unchanged. So, at the
surface S, we can write k
(I)
iS = k
(I)
iI . However, the ampli-
tude E(I)iI changes due to the change in size of the surface
element. As for example, if the wavefront is spherical,
the intensity changes via the inverse-square law. So, E(I)iI
changes by a factor gSI = rI/rS , where rI and rS are the
radii of curvature of the surface element at the surfaces I
and S respectively. The factor gSI thus inherently con-
tains the complete information about the wavefront cur-
vature, even when the surface elements are locally con-
sidered as plane waves.
The phase of the field also changes by a path-
dependent phase term ΦSI = k
(I)
iI · ∆r(I)SI due to the
propagation. Thus, the incident plane wave field at the
surface S is given by E
(I)
iS = gSIE
(I)
iI e
iΦSI .
Now, k
(I)
iS and E
(I)
iS are expressed in terms of the S
coordinate system by applying the rotation matrix
R˜SI =
 cos θi0 0 sin θi00 1 0
− sin θi0 0 cos θi0
 . (30)
We thus obtain
k
(S)
iS = R˜SIk
(I)
iS = R˜SIk
(I)
iI ; (31)
E
(S)
iS = R˜SIE
(I)
iS = gSIR˜SIE
(I)
iI e
iΦSI . (32)
B. Reflection and Transmission
Equation (31) gives the incident wavevector k
(S)
iS ,
which is used in Eq. (1) to obtain the reflected and trans-
mitted wavevectors
k
(S)
j′S = I˜
(S)
j′S k
(S)
iS = I˜
(S)
j′S R˜SIk
(I)
iI . (33)
Equation (32) gives the incident electric field E
(S)
iS , on
which the j˜′
(S)
S matrices [Eqs. (11, 12)] are applied to
obtain the reflected and transmitted electric fields
E
(S)
j′S = j˜
′(S)
S E
(S)
iS = gSI j˜
′(S)
S R˜SIE
(I)
iI e
iΦSI . (34)
C. The Reflected Wavevector and Field
The reflected field is observed at the surface R. As
the surface element wave propagates from the surface S
to the surface R, the displacement vector being ∆r
(S)
RS ,
the reflected wavevector k
(S)
rS remains unchanged. So,
at the surface R, we can write k
(S)
rR = k
(S)
rS . But the
reflected field amplitude gets modified by a multiplicative
factor gRS , which is geometrically similar in nature to
the factor gSI of Eq. (32). The field is also modified by
a path-dependent phase ΦRS = k
(S)
rS · ∆r(S)RS due to the
propagation. Thus, the reflected plane wave field at the
surface R is given by E
(S)
rR = gRSE
(S)
rS e
iΦRS .
6Finally, k
(S)
rR and E
(S)
rR are expressed in terms of the R
coordinate system by applying the rotation matrix
R˜RS =
 cos θr0 0 − sin θr00 1 0
sin θr0 0 cos θr0
 . (35)
We thus obtain
k
(R)
rR = R˜RSk
(S)
rR = R˜RS I˜
(S)
rS R˜SIk
(I)
iI ; (36)
E
(R)
rR = R˜RSE
(S)
rR
= gRS gSIR˜RS r˜
(S)
S R˜SIE
(I)
iI e
i(ΦRS+ΦSI). (37)
D. The Transmitted Wavevector and Field
The transmitted plane wave propagates from the sur-
face S to the surface T in the same way as the reflected
plane wave propagates from the surface S to the sur-
face R (a note on the relevant amplitude modifying mul-
tiplicative factor gTS is given in Appendix B). So, we
can write the transmitted wavevector and electric field
expressions in this case simply by replacing the scripts
r → t and R→ T in Eqs. (36, 37). Thus, we get
k
(T )
tT = R˜TSk
(S)
tT = R˜TS I˜
(S)
tS R˜SIk
(I)
iI ; (38)
E
(T )
tT = gTS gSIR˜TS t˜
(S)
S R˜SIE
(I)
iI e
i(ΦTS+ΦSI). (39)
E. Recombination of the Plane Waves
Equations (37, 39) give the final plane wave field
E
(J′)
j′J′ at the observing surface J
′ (= R, T ). Each sur-
face element on the wavefront reaches a unique position(
x(J
′), y(J
′)
)
, as determined by the displacement vectors
∆r
(I)
IO, ∆r
(I)
SI and ∆r
(S)
J′S . Collection of all the surface el-
ement fields over the entire surface J ′ gives the complete
reflected/transmitted electric field E˜
(J′)
j′J′ . Since the exact
3D electric field expressions are used, the consideration
of the geometric phase [36, 50–54] is automatically taken
into account. The same process can also be applied to
combine the plane wave fields E
(S)
jS to obtain the com-
plete fields E˜
(S)
jS at the surface S.
V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
In this section we demonstrate the working of our for-
malism by applying it to a simulated wave model. The
model is shown in FIG. 2. An initial plane-wave beam is
considered having a wavevector
k
(I)
0 = n1k zˆ
(I) (40)
(k = 2pi/λ; λ = free space wavelength) and a Gaussian
electric field amplitude profile
E(I)0 = E(I)0x + eiΦEE(I)0y = E(I)0x xˆ(I) + eiΦEE(I)0y yˆ(I); (41)
E(I)0x ≡ E(I)0x
(
x(I), y(I)
)
= E00 e−ρ(I) 2/w20 cos θE ; (42)
E(I)0y ≡ E(I)0y
(
x(I), y(I)
)
= E00 e−ρ(I) 2/w20 sin θE ; (43)
where, E00 is the central electric field amplitude; ρ(I) =(
x(I) 2 + y(I) 2
)1/2
; w0 is the half beam-width; θE ,ΦE are
fixed angle and relative phase terms which determine
the polarization of E(I)0 . The plane-wave beam passes
through a concave lens LI of focal length f , placed at
the surface I, centered at OI ; by which it is converted
to a spherically diverging beam with an angle of diver-
gence 2θD = 2 tan
−1(w0/f) and the center of curvature
at point O (focus of LI) as shown in FIG. 2. This di-
verging beam serves the purpose of the incident complex
optical wave in our model.
A. The Incident Electric Field
The radius of curvature of the diverging wavefront at
any point
(
x(I), y(I)
)
on the surface I is
rI =
(
ρ(I) 2 + f2
) 1
2 . (44)
We define
x(I)/ρ(I) = cosφI ; y
(I)/ρ(I) = sinφI ; (45)
f/rI = cos θI ; ρ
(I)/rI = sin θI . (46)
Then, the local wavevector of the diverging beam at the
surface I, as a function of
(
x(I), y(I)
)
, is given by
k˜
(I)
iI
(
x(I), y(I)
)
= n1k rˆ
(I)
I ; (47)
rˆ
(I)
I = sin θI cosφI xˆ
(I) + sin θI sinφI yˆ
(I) + cos θI zˆ
(I);(48)
FIG. 2. The simulated diverging beam model. A collimated
beam is diverged through the lens LI . The complete incident
electric field E˜
(I)
iI is determined analytically; and the complete
reflected and transmitted electric fields E˜
(J′)
j′J′ are determined
computationally.
7where, rˆ
(I)
I is the unit vector normal to the spherical
wavefront at
(
x(I), y(I)
)
. The complete electric field am-
plitude vector of the diverging beam at the surface I, as
a function of
(
x(I), y(I)
)
, is given by (see Appendix C)
E˜(I)iI
(
x(I), y(I)
)
= gI R˜II′R˜I′I′′R˜I′I E(I)0 ; (49)
where, R˜I′I =
 cosφI sinφI 0− sinφI cosφI 0
0 0 1
 ; R˜II′ = R˜−1I′I ;(50)
R˜I′I′′ =
 cos θI 0 sin θI0 1 0
− sin θI 0 cos θI
 ; gI = 1√
cos θI
. (51)
The complete path-dependent phase Φ˜iI of the beam
at the surface I is assigned based on the geometry of
the spherical wavefront. Without any loss of generality,
we assign zero absolute phase to the center of curvature
point O. Using Eqs. (44, 47, 48), the phase Φ˜iI is then
obtained as a function of
(
x(I), y(I)
)
in the form
Φ˜iI
(
x(I), y(I)
)
= n1k rI . (52)
To carry out the plane wave decomposition in terms
of surface elements, we consider a surface element of the
spherical wavefront at a point
(
x(I), y(I)
)
at the surface I.
The local values of k˜
(I)
iI and E˜
(I)
iI serve the purposes of the
plane wavevector k
(I)
iI and the corresponding electric field
amplitude E(I)iI when the surface element is considered as
a plane wave. Thus, for this element
k
(I)
iI = k˜
(I)
iI
(
x(I), y(I)
)
; E(I)iI = E˜
(I)
iI
(
x(I), y(I)
)
. (53)
In particular, at
(
x(I), y(I)
)
= (0, 0), we get the central
wavevector
ki0 = k˜
(I)
iI (0, 0) = k
(I)
0 , [Eq. (40)]. (54)
Similarly, the local value of Φ˜iI serves the purpose of
the path-dependent phase of the surface element plane
wave. So, the terms k
(I)
iI ·∆r(I)IO and ΦO [Eq. (29)] take
the values
k
(I)
iI ·∆r(I)IO = n1k rI ; ΦO = 0. (55)
With all terms in Eq. (29) now known; k
(I)
iI and E
(I)
iI
for each spherical surface element are also known. The
intended plane wave decomposition is thus achieved.
B. Simulation Results
We analyse the transformations of E(I)0x and E(I)0y [Eq.
(41)] separately in the simulation. We then combine the
individual transformed fields with phase difference ΦE to
obtain the complete transformation of E(I)0 . With respect
to the plane of incidence, E(I)0x is a TM polarized field and
E(I)0y is a TE polarized field. The transformed fields are
neither TM nor TE, since they are distorted due to the
curvature of the wavefront. However, in this section we
use superscripts X,Y with relevant quantities to indicate
that the considered quantities correspond either to the
initial TM field E(I)0x (superscript X) or to the initial TE
field E(I)0y (superscript Y ).
For computational results, we first generate a grid of
coordinate points
(
x(C), y(C)
)
at each surface C = S, J .
At each grid, we then generate the data for k˜
(C)
jxC , k˜
(C)
jyC ,
k˜
(C)
jzC , E˜(C)XjxC , E˜(C)XjyC , E˜(C)XjzC , E˜(C)YjxC , E˜(C)YjyC , E˜(C)YjzC and Φ˜XjC
— the path-dependent phase of the field E˜
(C)X
jC as de-
termined by considering zero absolute phase at point O
(thus, Φ˜XiI = Φ˜iI [Eq. (52)] and Φ˜
Y
jC = Φ˜
X
jC + ΦE [Eq.
(41)]). These 10 data grids at each surface C, along with
the phase lead ΦE of E˜
(C)Y
jC with respect to the phase of
E˜
(C)X
jC , completely determine the field profile E˜
(C)
jC .
As an example case, we take λ = 632.8 nm; n1 = 1,
n2 = 1.52; input power P0 = 1 mW (this determines
E00 [Eqs. (42, 43)]); θE = 45◦; ΦE = pi/2; w0 = 1
mm; f = 30 cm (hence, 2θD ≈ 0.382◦); θi0 = 40◦; dis-
tances OIOS = 10 cm, OSOJ′ = 20 cm. Graphical repre-
sentations of the obtained field amplitude vector profiles
E˜(J)XjJ , E˜
(J)Y
jJ , E˜
(J)
jJ and phase profiles Φ˜
X
jJ are shown in
FIG. 3. The figure represents each phase profile Φ˜XjJ in
terms of a relative phase
∆Φ˜XjJ = Φ˜
X
jJ − Φ0OJ ; (56)
where Φ0OJ is the phase term corresponding to the central
wavevectors’ path O → OJ [FIG. 2]. Similar profiles for
the field amplitude vectors E˜(S)jS and phases Φ˜XjS are also
obtained in the simulation.
The principle of energy conservation is used to verify
the correctness of our simulation. We numerically verify
all energy conservation relations of the following forms,
and the ones derivable from these, by using the obtained
field data:
PX,Y0 = P˜
X,Y
iI = P˜
X,Y
iS ; (57a)
P˜X,YrS = P˜
X,Y
rR ; P˜
X,Y
tS = P˜
X,Y
tT ; (57b)
P˜X,YiS = P˜
X,Y
rS + P˜
X,Y
tS ; P˜
X
jC + P˜
Y
jC = P˜jC ; (57c)
where, P˜jC denotes the total power of the field E˜
(C)
jC .
Moreover, at each point
(
x(S), y(S)
)
, we numerically ver-
ify that
IXiS = IXrS + IXtS ; IYiS = IYrS + IYtS ; IiS = IrS + ItS ;(58)
which are re-expressions of the well-known Fresnel for-
malism result: reflectivity + transmissivity = 1 [1–3].
These observations further verify the correctness of our
simulation.
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FIG. 3. Graphical representations of the electric field amplitude vector profiles E˜(J)jJ and phase profiles ∆Φ˜XjJ at the surfaces
J = I, R, T ; as functions of coordinates (x(J), y(J)). Notations with superscripts X,Y represent quantities corresponding to
the initial fields E(I)0x , E(I)0y [Eq. (41)]. Notations without these superscripts represent quantities corresponding to the complete
initial field E(I)0 [Eq. (41)]. The field amplitude vector profiles E˜
(J)X
jJ , E˜(J)YjJ , E˜(J)jJ are expressed in terms of their polarization
patterns projected on the surface J and the corresponding intensity profiles IXjJ , IYjJ , IjJ (see Appendix D for polarization
pattern representation). The profiles are for (a) E˜(I)XiI ; (b) E˜(I)YiI ; (c) E˜(I)iI ; (d) Φ˜XiI ; (e) E˜(R)XrR ; (f) E˜(R)YrR ; (g) E˜(R)rR ; (h) Φ˜XrR;
(i) E˜(T )XtT ; (j) E˜(T )YtT ; (k) E˜(T )tT ; (l) Φ˜XtT . Together, each field amplitude vector profile E˜(J)jJ , the corresponding phase profile Φ˜XjJ
and the constant phase term ΦE [Eq. (41)] give the projection of the complete field E˜
(J)
jJ on the surface J .
C. Extracting Information from the Field Data
We now give an example on the extraction of physically
significant information from the obtained field data for
the reflected field E˜
(R)
rR . It is a complex field — each of its
components has a real part and an imaginary part. It is a
physically significant and interesting task to understand
and visualize these values in details. For this purpose,
we express E˜
(R)
rR as
E˜
(R)
rR = E˜
(R)
rR e
i(Φ˜XrR−ωt); (59)
where, E˜(R)rR = E˜
(R)X
rR + e
iΦE E˜(R)YrR . (60)
The field amplitude vector E˜(R)rR is itself complex, and can
be expressed as
E˜(R)rR = E˜(R)rxR xˆ(R) + E˜(R)ryR yˆ(R) + E˜(R)rzR zˆ(R); (61)
where, E˜(R)rsR = a˜(R)rsR + i b˜(R)rsR , [s = x, y, z]; (62)
a˜
(R)
rsR = E˜(R)XrsR + E˜(R)YrsR cos ΦE ; (63)
b˜
(R)
rsR = E˜(R)YrsR sin ΦE . (64)
The complete field E˜
(R)
rR can be expressed as
E˜
(R)
rR = E˜
(R)
rxR xˆ
(R) + E˜
(R)
ryR yˆ
(R) + E˜
(R)
rzR zˆ
(R); (65)
where, E˜
(R)
rsR = u˜
(R)
rsR + i v˜
(R)
rsR , [s = x, y, z]; (66)
u˜
(R)
rsR = E˜(R)XrsR cos
(
Φ˜XrR − ωt
)
+ E˜(R)YrsR cos
(
ΦE + Φ˜
X
rR − ωt
)
; (67)
v˜
(R)
rsR = E˜(R)XrsR sin
(
Φ˜XrR − ωt
)
+ E˜(R)YrsR sin
(
ΦE + Φ˜
X
rR − ωt
)
. (68)
In FIG. 4 we show the a˜
(R)
rsR, b˜
(R)
rsR, u˜
(R)
rsR and v˜
(R)
rsR profiles
for s = x, y, z, with t = 0, corresponding to the example
case of FIG. 3. The concentric circular/spiral patterns
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FIG. 4. Graphical representations of the real and imaginary parts of the reflected field amplitude components E˜(R)rsR [Eq.
(61)] and of the complete reflected field components E˜
(R)
rsR [Eq. (65)] (s = x, y, z). Here, a˜
(R)
rsR = Re
(
E˜(R)rsR
)
[Eq. (63)],
b˜
(R)
rsR = Im
(
E˜(R)rsR
)
[Eq. (64)], u˜
(R)
rsR = Re
(
E˜
(R)
rsR
)
[Eq. (67)] and v˜
(R)
rsR = Im
(
E˜
(R)
rsR
)
[Eq. (68)]. The quantities are plotted as
functions of coordinates (x(R), y(R)).
of u˜
(R)
rsR and v˜
(R)
rsR appear due to the variation of Φ˜
X
rR in
the form of FIG. 3(h). These patterns expand radially
outwards as t increases, as can be understood from Eqs.
(67, 68). The concentric circular patterns of FIGs. 4(c,
d, g, h) imply the intersection of a family of spherical
wavefronts of the field E˜
(R)
rR with the plane surface R.
It is seen in FIGs. 4(i–l) that the nature of E˜(R)rzR and
E˜
(R)
rzR are particularly significant. We explore these fur-
ther by expressing
E˜(R)rzR = E˜(R)rz0R eiΦ˜
E
rzR ; (69)
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FIG. 5. The (a) E˜(R)rz0R [Eq. (70)] and (b) Φ˜ErzR [Eq. (71)]
profiles corresponding to the a˜
(R)
rzR, b˜
(R)
rzR profiles of FIG. 3.
where, E˜(R)rz0R =
∣∣∣E˜(R)rzR∣∣∣ = (a˜(R) 2rzR + b˜(R) 2rzR ) 12 ; (70)
Φ˜ErzR = tan
−1
(
b˜
(R)
rzR
/
a˜
(R)
rzR
)
. (71)
The profiles of E˜(R)rz0R and Φ˜ErzR corresponding to the ex-
ample case of FIG. 4 are shown in FIG. 5. The Φ˜ErzR
profile shows the presence of a phase vortex of l = −1
in E˜(R)rzR, which is a manifestation of spin to orbital an-
gular momentum conversion [55]. The Φ˜ErzR plot in FIG.
5 is for ΦE = pi/2 [Eq. (41)]. We also obtain a phase
vortex of l = +1 for ΦE = −pi/2; and ±pi phase jumps
for ΦE = 0, pi. By varying ΦE from −pi to pi, a gradual
evolution of the vortex pattern is thus observable, which
can be traced directly on the modal sphere [56].
To understand the spiral profiles of u˜
(R)
rzR and v˜
(R)
rzR
[FIGs. 4(k, l)], we express a˜
(R)
rzR and b˜
(R)
rzR in the empirical
functional forms
a˜
(R)
rzR = −A1F cosφR; b˜(R)rzR = A2F sinφR; (72)
where, F ≡ F (ρ(R)) = ρ(R)
w0I
exp
(−ρ(R) 2/w20I) ; (73)
where,
(
ρ(R), φR
)
are the plane polar coordinates corre-
sponding to
(
x(R), y(R)
)
; and A1, A2, w0I are positive
constants. We have numerically verified that these em-
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pirical functions represent the data obtained for the ex-
ample case of FIG. 4 reasonably well, with fractional er-
ror . 10−3 with respect to the maximum values of a˜(R)rzR,
b˜
(R)
rzR, for the valuesA1 ≈ 101.7826 mV/m, A2 ≈ 232.7997
mV/m and w0I ≈ 2.0011 mm. We also express the phase
Φ˜XrR by rewriting Eq. (56) (for J = R) under Fresnel’s
parabolic phase approximation [2] as
Φ˜XrR = n1k r
0
OR + n1k ρ
(R) 2/2r0OR; (74)
where, r0OR is the length of the path O → OS → OR
[FIG. 2].
Now, using Eq. (72) in Eq. (71), we get
Φ˜ErzR = − tan−1 (A2 tanφR/A1) . (75)
Also, the zˆ(R) part of Eq. (59) is
E˜
(R)
rzR = E˜(R)rzR ei(Φ˜
X
rR−ωt). (76)
Using Eqs. (69, 74, 75) in Eq. (76), we get
E˜
(R)
rzR = E˜(R)rz0R exp
[
i
{
n1k r
0
OR + n1k ρ
(R) 2/2r0OR
− tan−1 (A2 tanφR/A1)− ωt
}]
.(77)
Thus, at a given time t, the set of points on the surface
R where E˜
(R)
rzR has a fixed phase Φ0R is given by
n1k r
0
OR + n1k ρ
(R) 2/2r0OR
− tan−1 (A2 tanφR/A1)− ωt = Φ0R;
or, ρ(I) =
[(
2r0OR/n1k
) {
Φ0R − n1k r0OR
+ tan−1 (A2 tanφR/A1) + ωt
}] 1
2 . (78)
At a constant time t and with Φ0R as a parameter, this
equation gives a family of spiral trajectories. This ex-
plains the spiral profiles of u˜
(R)
rzR and v˜
(R)
rzR in FIGs. 4(k,
l). As t increases, these spiral patterns expand radially
outward due to the ωt term in Eq. (78).
VI. APPLICABILITY AND
GENERALIZATIONS
Our formalism not only re-expresses the dielectric
reflection-transmission problem of complex optical waves
in an elegant mathematical structure; but also serves the
purpose of a unified mathematical formalism that enables
the analysis of all related problems in a single general-
ized method. The compact calculating steps also ensure
a remarkable computational efficiency while simulating
a reflection-transmission model of complex optical waves
at a plane dielectric interface.
We have described our formalism in terms of regular
reflection-transmission of an optical wave by using sur-
face element decomposition of its curved wavefront. How-
ever, because of the generic nature of the j˜′
(S)
S matrices
[Eq. (11, 12)], our formalism is applicable to a signifi-
cantly generalized class of optical systems. Here we de-
scribe some direct applications of our formalism, followed
by generalizations.
A. Direct Applications
Taking the E˜
(I)
iI field as a paraxial Gaussian beam field,
our formalism explores the properties of the correspond-
ing reflected and transmitted fields E˜
(J′)
j′J′ , including their
GH and IF shifts — thus confirming the results of Dennis,
Go¨tte, Lo¨ffler [37–39] and Bliokh-Aiello [36]. Expressing
E˜
(J′)
j′J′ in terms of the right and left circular polarization
eigenstates, the formalism reproduces the SHEL results
obtained by Hosten-Kwiat [31] and Xie et al. [44]. Taking
E˜
(I)
iI as a dipole radiation field [1], our formalism repro-
duces Berry’s results on reflected dipole radiation [43].
Thus, our single formalism can analyse systems involv-
ing optical waves ranging from collimated and paraxial
beams to full spherical waves — including non-paraxial
beams and other intermediate waves with arbitrary di-
vergence/convergence. One such example is the system
described by Barczyk et al. [48], which shows the gener-
ation of vectorial vortex due to Brewster reflection of a
non-vortex beam.
B. The Use of Fourier Decomposition
In the Fourier Decomposition approach, the complete
incident field E˜
(I)
iI is decomposed into Fourier compo-
nent plane waves fields. Each component field E
(I)
iI is
expressed in the same form as Eq. (29); but in this case
it exists over the entire surface I instead of being a lo-
cal field at the position of a surface element. The term
k
(I)
iI ·∆r(I)IO is still a position-dependent phase with respect
to the phase ΦO of E
(I)
iI at a standard point, say, the ori-
gin OI [FIG. 1]; but here it is a function of
(
x(I), y(I)
)
that exists over the entire surface I. Similar interpreta-
tions in functional forms are applicable also to the fields
E
(S)
jS ≡ E(S)jS
(
x(S), y(S)
)
, E
(J′)
j′J′ ≡ E(J
′)
j′J′
(
x(J
′), y(J
′)
)
and the phase terms ΦSI ≡ ΦSI
(
x(S), y(S)
)
, ΦJ′S ≡
ΦJ′S
(
x(J
′), y(J
′)
)
.
Since the Fourier component plane waves are ideal
plane waves, there is no change in area of the wavefronts.
So the amplitude modifying factors gSI , gRS and gTS are
unity. Finally, the generic j˜′
(S)
S matrices [Eq. (11, 12)]
are applicable to any incident plane wave field irrespec-
tive of the considered decomposition method. With these
reinterpretations, Eqs. (29–39) are readily applicable to
the Fourier decomposed plane wave fields.
The recombination of all the E
(J′)
j′J′ fields is done by
superposing them over the entire surface J ′. The con-
sideration of the geometric phase is automatically taken
into account in the Fourier decomposition case as well,
since the exact 3D electric field expressions are used.
Generalization to the Fourier decomposition case en-
ables us to analyse a very large class of complex optical
waves. As a significant example, we mention here the
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reflection-transmission problem of vortex beams. Li et
al. have explained how to express a vortex beam field in
terms of Fourier component plane waves [45]. By using
these component waves in our formalism, we can find the
reflected and transmitted vortex beam fields. Significant
results in the literature, such as the ones by Dennis-Gtte
[46] and Yavorsky-Brasselet [47], can thus be efficiently
reproduced by using our formalism.
C. Total Internal Reflection
For n1 > n2 and θi > θc, the critical angle [1–3], we
get
(
n21k
2 − k(S) 2izS
)
> n22k
2 [Eq. (3)], which makes the
component k
(S)
tzS purely imaginary. This is the case of
total internal reflection. The same Eqs. (29–39) are ap-
plicable to the total internal reflection case. However,
the terms k
(S)
tT , ΦTS and gTS [Eq. (39)] require special
interpretations here.
We know that, k
(S)
tT = k
(S)
tS , since the wavevector re-
mains unchanged due to propagation. For imaginary
k
(S)
tzS , we write k
(S)
tzS = iκ
(S)
tzS , where κ
(S)
tzS =
∣∣∣k(S)tzS∣∣∣. Then,
the wavevector k
(S)
tS is expressed as
k
(S)
tS = k
(S)
txS xˆ
(S) + k
(S)
tyS yˆ
(S) + iκ
(S)
tzS zˆ
(S). (79)
The phase term ΦTS is then obtained in the form
ΦTS = k
(S)
tS ·∆r(S)TS = ΦxyTS + iΦzTS ; (80)
where, ΦxyTS = k
(S)
txS ∆x
(S) + k
(S)
tyS ∆y
(S); (81)
ΦzTS = κ
(S)
tzS z
(S). (82)
Using Eq. (80) in Eq. (39), we get
E
(T )
tT = gTS gSIR˜TS t˜
(S)
S R˜SIE
(I)
iI e
−ΦzTSei(ΦxyTS+ΦSI).
(83)
So, the phase term ΦxyTS implies a transmitted wave
propagation on the surface S along the direction
k
(S)
ixS xˆ
(S) + k
(S)
iyS yˆ
(S), while the factor e−ΦzTS gives an
exponential decay of the field amplitude along zˆ(S) [1, 3].
The factor gTS is unity for a Fourier component plane
wave. However, the wavefront for the surface element
decomposition case is to be reinterpreted here. We can
define the wavefront as the surface in 3D space on which
the electric field E
(T )
tT exists. A surface element on this
wavefront expands/contracts as the wave propagates on
the interface. This change in size determines the factor
gTS in the surface element decomposition case.
With the above reinterpretations, our formalism is
readily applicable to the problems involving total internal
reflection of complex optical waves.
D. Transmission through Cascaded Dielectric
Interfaces
In a system, where an optical wave travels through
multiple dielectric media via multiple dielectric inter-
faces, the process described in Section IV can be cascaded
to obtain the final transmitted optical field. If two inter-
faces are parallel, the T coordinate system corresponding
to the first interface becomes the I coordinate system cor-
responding to the second interface. If the two interfaces
are tilted with respect to each other, then the first T co-
ordinate system can be mapped onto the second I coor-
dinate system via standard coordinate transformations.
In this way, the transmitted wave for the first interface
becomes the incident wave for the second interface; and
hence a cascaded wave propagation follows.
Using two consecutive dielectric interfaces, we can
analyse the transmission of optical waves through di-
electric slabs, wedge-shaped plates, prisms etc. We can
also analyse optical barrier-penetration problems [57–
60] in the same method. Considering multiple dielec-
tric interfaces, we can analyse optical wave transmission
through discretely layered dielectric media [49]. Con-
sidering the consecutive interfaces infinitesimally close
(physically, separation  wavelength), we can also anal-
yse the transmission through continuously layered dielec-
tric media [49].
VII. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a generalized formalism, by which
the reflection and transmission of complex optical waves
at a plane dielectric interface can be analysed completely
with remarkable computational efficiency. The central
step in this formalism is the application of two general-
ized matrix operators — the reflection and transmission
coefficient matrices — to the incident constituent plane
wave fields of the considered complex wave to obtain
the corresponding reflected and transmitted constituent
plane wave fields. This step acts as a physically equiv-
alent, but mathematically elegant and computationally
efficient replacement to the usual Fresnel formalism. We
have derived these matrices; and have given the com-
plete mathematical details of a general physical scenario
by implementing these matrices — thus describing our
generalized matrix transformation formalism. The use of
exact 3D wavevector and electric field expressions gives
the formalism a very generic nature, which enables us to
analyse a very large class of complex optical waves, with
automatically retaining the wavefront curvature and ge-
ometric phase information.
We have demonstrated the working of our formalism by
using it in a simulated Gaussian beam model. We have
demonstrated how we can analytically create the incident
field information; computationally generate the reflected
and transmitted field data; and extract physically signif-
icant information about the optical fields from the gen-
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erated data. In particular, we have shown an in-depth
exploration of the reflected field components, along with
examining the existence and nature of phase vortex in the
longitudinal component — an example of spin-to-orbital
angular momentum conversion. Our present simulated
model utilizes surface element decomposition of spherical
wavefronts; however, for more complex waves we can also
create models utilizing Fourier decomposition within the
same formalism developed here. In this way, simulated
models can be created for a very large class of dielec-
tric reflection-transmission problems of complex optical
waves, including vortex beam problems, total internal re-
flection and cascaded transmission — all realizable based
on our single generalized matrix transformation formal-
ism. We have briefly discussed how our formalism, under
different conditions, reproduces many novel optical phe-
nomena described in the current literature.
APPENDICES
Appendix A: Derivation of Eqs. (10–12)
Here we show the derivation of Eqs. (10–12). All quan-
tities here are at the surface S and are expressed in terms
of the S coordinate system. So we omit the subscript S
and superscript (S) for simplicity.
Expanding Eq. (4) for j = i, r, t using Eq. (1), and
then using in Eqs. (7, 8), we get
(kiyEiz − kizEiy) + (kiyErz + kizEry)
= (kiyEtz − ktzEty); (A1)
(kizEix − kixEiz)− (kizErx + kixErz)
= (ktzEtx − kixEtz). (A2)
Expanding Eq. (9) for j = i, r, t using Eq. (1), and
rearranging, we get
Eiz = −(kixEix + kiyEiy)/kiz; (A3)
Erz = (kixErx + kiyEry)/kiz; (A4)
Etz = −(kixEtx + kiyEty)/ktz. (A5)
Using Eqs. (A3–A5) in Eqs. (A1, A2), we get
kixkiy(Eix − Erx)/kiz +
(
kiz + k
2
iy/kiz
)
(Eiy − Ery)
= kixkiy Etx/ktz +
(
ktz + k
2
iy/ktz
) Ety; (A6)(
kiz + k
2
ix/kiz
)
(Eix − Erx) + kixkiy(Eiy − Ery)/kiz
=
(
ktz + k
2
ix/ktz
) Etx + kixkiy Ety/ktz. (A7)
Substituting Etx and Ety from Eqs. (5, 6) to Eqs. (A6,
A7), and rearranging, we get[
Cxy Cyy
Cxx Cxy
] [ Erx
Ery
]
=
[
Dxy Dyy
Dxx Dxy
] [ Eix
Eiy
]
; (A8)
where, Cxx = (ktz + kiz)
(
k2ix/ktzkiz + 1
)
; (A9a)
Cyy = (ktz + kiz)
(
k2iy/ktzkiz + 1
)
; (A9b)
Cxy = kixkiy(ktz + kiz)/ktzkiz; (A9c)
Dxx = (ktz − kiz)
(
k2ix/ktzkiz − 1
)
; (A9d)
Dyy = (ktz − kiz)
(
k2iy/ktzkiz − 1
)
; (A9e)
Dxy = kixkiy(ktz − kiz)/ktzkiz. (A9f)
We have verified that
[
Cxy Cyy
Cxx Cxy
]
is non-singular. So,
we solve Eq. (A8) for
[ Erx
Ery
]
and obtain
[ Erx
Ery
]
=
[
Cxy Cyy
Cxx Cxy
]−1 [
Dxy Dyy
Dxx Dxy
] [ Eix
Eiy
]
;
= A0
[
A11 Axy
Axy −A10
] [ Eix
Eiy
]
; (A10)
where, A0, A11, Axy and A10 are given by Eqs. (13).
Then, using Eqs. (5, 6, A10), Etx and Ety can be ex-
pressed as[ Etx
Ety
]
=
[
1 +A0A11 A0Axy
A0Axy 1−A0A10
] [ Eix
Eiy
]
. (A11)
Finally, using Eqs. (A10, A11) in Eqs. (A4, A5), and
simplifying by using Eqs. (13, A3), Erz and Etz are ob-
tained as
Erz = −A0A01Eiz; (A12)
Etz = kiz
ktz
(1 +A0A01) Eiz; (A13)
where, A01 is given by Eq. (13a). Then, Eqs. (A10,
A12) are combined and written as Er = r˜Ei [Eq. (10)
for j′ = r], where r˜ is the reflection coefficient matrix
[Eq. (11)]. Similarly, Eqs. (A11, A13) are combined and
written as Et = t˜Ei [Eq. (10) for j′ = t], where t˜ is the
transmission coefficient matrix [Eq. (12)].
Appendix B: A Note on the Factor gTS of Eq. (39)
The amplitude modifying multiplicative factor gTS is
unity for the Fourier decomposition case (Section VI).
However, for the surface element case it has a compli-
cated form.
We consider a spherically diverging incident wave as an
example. Though the reflected wave in this case retains
the spherically diverging shape, the transmitted wave
does not. We have verified that, each surface element
on the transmitted wavefront has a unique set of polar
radius of curvature, polar center of curvature, azimuthal
radius of curvature and azimuthal center of curvature
The collection of the polar centers of curvature of all sur-
face elements form a 3D caustic surface, from which the
transmitted wave appears to be emitted.
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FIG. 6. 3D model on the operation of the lens LI of FIG.
2. The initial wavevector k
(I)
0 [Eq. (40)] is transformed to
the wavevector k
(I)
iI [Eqs. (47, 53)] by the operation of the
lens LI . Correspondingly, the cylindrical surface element abcd
(area = dS0) of the initial collimated wave just before LI is
transformed to a spherical surface element abef (area = dSI)
of the diverging wave just after LI . Here, OId = OIc = ρ
(I);
da = cb = dρ(I); ∠dOIc = ∠aOIb = dφI ; Oa = Ob = Oe =
Of = rI ; ∠OIOd = ∠OIOc = θI ; ∠dOa = ∠cOb = dθI . The
change in the electric field magnitude is given by the factor
gI =
√
dS0/dSI = 1/
√
cos θI [Eq. (51)].
Now, for one such surface element under consideration,
let the polar and azimuthal radii of curvature at the sur-
face S be rθS and rφS respectively; and those at the
surface T be rθT and rφT respectively. Then, the change
in area of the element due to the propagation is given
by the factor rθT rφT /rθSrφS . The change in intensity
is then given by the inverse factor rθSrφS/rθT rφT ; and
hence we obtain the amplitude modifying multiplicative
factor as gTS = (rθSrφS/rθT rφT )
1/2.
Appendix C: Derivation of Eqs. (49–51)
The transformation of the wavevector k
(I)
0 [Eq. (40)]
to the wavevector k˜
(I)
iI [Eq. (47)] can be understood
in terms of geometrical rotations. We consider a co-
ordinate system I ′ such that zˆ(I
′) = zˆ(I) and xˆ(I
′) =
cosφI xˆ
(I)+sinφI yˆ
(I). The transformation of any vector
from the I coordinate system to the I ′ coordinate system
is obtained by the application of the rotation matrix R˜I′I
[Eq. (50)]. Then, applying a rotation R˜I′I′′ [Eq. (51)] to
the transformed wavevector k
(I′)
0 = R˜I′I k
(I)
0 , and then
transforming it back to the I coordinate system, we ob-
tain the wavevector k˜
(I)
iI . Thus,
k˜
(I)
iI = R˜II′R˜I′I′′R˜I′I k
(I)
0 . (C1)
Now, no rotation of the local electric field amplitude
vector about the local wavevector should happen in this
transformation [36]. This means that the same trans-
formation R˜II′R˜I′I′′R˜I′I must be applied to the electric
field amplitude vector E(I)0 [Eq. (41)] as well. However,
there is also an overall change in the field amplitude value
due to the change in the wavefront shape. We consider
a cylindrical surface element of area dS0 = ρ
(I)dρ(I)dφI
on the planar wavefront just before the lens LI [FIG. 6].
This element transforms to a spherical surface element
of area dSI = r
2
I sin θIdθIdφI after passing through LI .
We know that rI sin θI = ρ
(I) [Eq. (46)]; and we have
verified geometrically that
rI dθI = cos θI dρ
(I) (C2)
(usual differentiation of ρ(I) = rI sin θI is not applica-
ble in this special scenario). Using these relations, we
find that the area of the element changes by a factor
dSI/dS0 = cos θI . So, the intensity changes by the in-
verse factor 1/ cos θI ; and hence the electric field magni-
tude changes by the factor gI = 1/
√
cos θI [Eq. (51)].
Thus, by applying the transformation R˜II′R˜I′I′′R˜I′I
along with the amplitude modifying factor gI to E(I)0 ,
we obtain the electric field amplitude vector E˜(I)iI [Eq.
(49)].
We have verified the correctness of Eq. (49) by utilizing
energy conservation — we have verified by using Eqs.
(41–43, 49–51) that the total powers of the fields E(I)0
(before LI) and E˜(I)iI (just after LI) are equal [Eq. (57a)].
Appendix D: Representation of the Polarization
Patterns in FIG. 3
In FIG. 3, the profiles of the field amplitude vectors
E˜(J)jJ are expressed in terms of representative local trajec-
tories. A light blue line, a dark orange ellipse and a light
green ellipse represent linear, right elliptical and left el-
liptical polarizations respectively. The plotted white dot
represents the tip of the electric field vector E˜
(J)
jJ locally
at time t = 0 (without considering the phase Φ˜XjJ for sim-
plicity; thus making E˜
(J)
jJ |t=0 = E˜
(J)
jJ ) — in a sense that
the field vector is extended to the white dot from the
center of the trajectory. One can visualize the white dot
moving harmonically on the assigned trajectory as time
proceeds, with the same angular frequency ω as that of
the considered optical wave.
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